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ABSTRACI‘

An analysis—synthesis systan which is capable of

independent manipulation of acoustic parameters

has been developed to investigate the contribution

of these individual parameters to the Speech

quality. Formant frequencies and their bandwidths

were used as the acoustic parameters - to

characterize the vocal tract configuration, and

pitch frequency as the voice source. This paper

describes a way hm to control the voice quality

of natural speech by manipulating the formant

frequmcies. Formant trajectories extracted from a

natural Speech were modified to alter their up-

and-dcwn oscillation to sane extent, and the

resultant Speechwave was synthesized by the above

mentioned method to present to listeners for the

Judgment of voice quality. It was found that the

Speech intelligibility was improved to some extent

when the movement of time-varying formant pattern

was slightly emphasized, but too much emphasis

would cause degradation of the voice quality.

1 . INTWDUCTION

This paper deals with a way of controlling

the VOioe quality of natural speech. An analysis-

synfi‘eSiS m9thod has been developed which is

capable of independent manipulation of such

acoustic parameters as formant frequencies, their

bandWidtbs and pitch frequency [1]. Using this

SYSten, voice quality of natural speech has been

commfiled by changing formant trajectories that

are supposed to have a close relation to such

V°ioe qualities as intelligibility, clearneSs and

SO m.

Accoming to our previous, study [2], acoustic

CharaCteIiStics of professional mars speech,

“hich is omsidered to be the most intelligible

or the Clearest, lies in the dynamics of pitch and

fmt frequenCies. The dynamic range of these

features for the amwncers speech is signifi-
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cantly large empared to that for the non-

professional speakers. Correlation analysis

between psychological and acoustic distances

reveals that the formant trajectory has the

largest correlation with the voice quality of the

axmlncer's Speech sounds, followed by pitch

frequency. This result suggests that the quality

of Speech sound of non-professional speakers may

possibly be improved by altering the dynamics of

formant trajectory patterns.

and improve the quality of natural speech making

use of the analysis—synthesis system Fonnant

trajectories are extracted first from voiced

portions byLPCmetmdandthedynamicsof these

trajectories are altered depending on the formant

pattern itself. The method for altering the

formant pattern is thesame as that we rave

proposed earlier for the nomalization of vowels

in connected speech [3]. This nethod is applied to

the formant trajectories extracted fran natural

speech, and the quality—controlled speech sounds

are synthesized using the analysis-synthesis

system to present to listeners for perceptual

judgment.

2. I-‘NPLYSIS-SYN‘I‘HESIS SYSTEM

Fig. 1 illustrates the block diagrampf the

analysis—synthesis system. Low—pass filtered input

Speech was digitized in 12 hits at a rate of 15

kHz. A shofl: time LPC analysis based on the

autocorrelation method was performed to obtain LPC

coefficients and the residual signals. Formant

the spectral envelope is equivalent to a

manipulation of the coefficients that W16 result

inafrequencyrespmseofthefilterequaltouae

modified envelope. These acoustic parameters
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lg. lsBlpck diagrarn of the analysis-synthesis
ys em to modify formant frequencies

(pitchfrequmigsperiogs, . LPC coefficients, formant
stored f , andwidths, residual signal

or later synthesis S) were
Let 21 = r .i exp(jwi)(i = l 2

for :e roots corresponding to fldeformait): :and
. Formant fr ' s be

chang equencles and
bandwlgtlgs are modified by ins/yer refi:. Chang a

magiaaeiésmfifsmwiffl“ the “m“ ‘1‘ mles ~ so that the
po 21 become the roots of a new polyrmulrjfified

2.9 + a’ 29-1 " I1 + . . . + ap..lz + '52) = 0. (1)

Calculation of 31(i=l, 2, . .., p)is performed

Simply by marry
. terms of the

both Sides of the following equationsame order on

(z—E’l)(z-'2'2)...(z-'27p)=
zp+'a'129'1+ +'a’p_1z+a"p (2)

The n'Ddified vocal tract mod N
by,

el V(Z) is then given

(3)

$131) are the solutions of equation (2) The
frequ vocal tract model ’Wz) has the des

ency characteristics. If the ired
mienipiaim is too large, some discmtsiglocligal
Whicneven:aoccura1:theboundaryofeach from:s
With thi 11y cause a typical buzzing. To I
been per? rm;simple time domain manipulaticncfr’ase
analysm o . In this experiment, half the
Shift. windowt is set as the period of frame
tract mortpul ’9’ speech wave from the modified vocal
tri 1 (z) for each frame is multiplied
triangu ar time window. The amplitude of by a
theangular window is composed so that the this
portignain at any instant within the overs?“ Of
The between two successive frames becamsapped

resultant speech is obtained by addrig

N P '

V(z) = 1 / (1 +Zaiz-i)

.=|
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successfr .ifiy speech .waves between adjacent two
ames 3 process is illustrated in Fig. 2.

3. ALTERATION 0? mm WHY

3-1 Fpaflmant Trajectory Extraction
at a r pass filtered input speech was digitized
anal . a e of lSkHz, and the linear' predictive

1Au $125121: made to find formant frequencies-
adoptocoted With on method for the inverse filter was
and the fr order 14, the analysis window 20 ms,
voiced/voice? period 10 ms. Silent intervals and
the ass distinctions were made based 0“
coeffiscpeeChient power and the first order PARCDR

each frame, respectively. Formant frequencies for

usmg the m:ere extracted from a set of 7 poles
a thodproposedbyKasuyaeta1[41amd
werS‘DOUIing was made by averaging formant data

three consecutive frames.

3.2 Fomant Trajectory Charge
Nbdif ozman

Omducted iciztizu‘ch Of f t trajecwry wasa way that the eceding andsu pr
c(Jeectiil'lg‘;31acoustic features contributed to the

presendiff tfle with the same weight if the time
the mt from the present were equal, and that
diffm of ccniz‘ibutim was proportional to W
msezm fun the present acoustic feature [31'

pmcesaxm be s illustrated in Fig. 3. suppose the
(=m t f an actual time-varying pattern of a

as the sum :ncy, the new value Y(t) is defined
0 the original value X(t) and the
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Fig. 3 Illustration of how to change the formant

trajectory.

additional term of cmfi'ibutim by cmtextual

information. The contribution is assumed to be a

weighted sum of differences between values at the

present time t and at different time t-r‘c. Thus.

Y(t) is given by
T

Y(t) = x(t) +&w(1)(x(t)-x(t+’c))d’r (4)

whem MT) is the weighting function which is

given as

w(‘t) =o(- aim-1320’). (5)

In this study, T=150ms and 5‘ =52ms were

experimentally decided. Given 0L >0, the dynamics

°£ the original formant trajectory is emphasized,

While for oi <0, it becomes (is-emphasized.

Equation (4) is applied to each of the three

fomam: trajectories without vowel/omsmant (but

except voiceless consonant) distinction.

4- PERCEPTION or QJALITY—CDN'I'KDLLED Spa-sci

AS described in the previous section, dynamic

"“Vemem: of formant frequency is one of the most

important acoustic factors that characterize clear

and intelligible voice. Change of voice quality

t° improve the clearness of intelligibility

Should. therefore, be done by modifying the

dWamics of formant frequency. In this section, we

describe a perceptual experiment on voice quality

for ferment-modified speech.

W
Based on the analysis—synthesis system

described above, several formant—modified speech

signals were obtained to present to listeners for

quality judgment. Following is the process of

speech synthesis .

(1) Speech waves are digitized with 15kHz

sampling rate and lits accuracy. Analysis is

made basedonthesystensrmminr‘ig. lwith a

20ms analysis frame multiplied by the Hamming

window and lOms frame period. The orders for

analysis are 14 for male and 10 for female voices,

and the predictor coefficients and the residual

signals for each frame are stored.

(2) Formant frequencies of the first three are

calculated from the predictor coefficients for

each frame, and their trajectories over the entire

word are estimated using a tracking algorithn [4].

(3) Equation (4) is applied independently to each

formant trajectory and new frequencies down to

each frame are calculated, and the resultant new

coefficients are obtained by the method described

in section 2. However, formants higher than the

fourth and voiceless consonants remain unchanged.

(4) A vocal tract model is formed using the new

predictor coefficients, given in equaticn (3), and

the speech signals are obtained by inputting the

residual signals to the model.

Arrlnsensemrd/aciue/Miichccnsistsof

a concatenation of five Japanese vowels was used

as the speech material. As mentioned before, some

discontinuity would occur at the boundary between

two successive frames if we simply connect speech

signals from the two frames without overlap, which

may cause degradation of speech quality. Fig. 2

shows amettcdhowtoavoidthissort of

degradation.

In equation (5), constant 6 represents a

scale factor which controls the ancmt of formant

modification when it is applied to a formant

trajectory as in equation (4). The dynamic pattern

of formant movement is emphasized for oL being

positive, unchanged for oL=O, and de-emphasized

for negative value. Fig. 4 represents an example

of formant trajectories of a speech sample used in

the perceptual experiment before and after

applying ELI-(4)-

4.2 Result of Perceptual miner“:

The abovementionedrrmsensemrdwaSusedas

the speech material and two speakers, male and

female each, .read the word with a normal smd.

Seven different values, ranging from -15.3 to 15.3

including zero were selected as the factor (X to

Se 14.4.3
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Fig. 4 An example of formant trajectory
modification: original(solid lines) and
modified(dashed lines).
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get synthetic speech samples to be examined. Five
female listeners, who never heard the speakers
voices before, participated in the experiment. For
each speaker, seven speech samples were paired and
the listeners were asked to judge whichcne of
a dyad sounded more intelligible or clear by
comparison.

Speaker R.S. (female)
2 .—

-5_.l
0:53 -lb.2 5.1 16.2 used

Fig. 5 Results ofperceptual experiment on voice
quality for male and female speakers.

Fig. 5 shows the result for speech samples of
each speaker. The abscissa represents the factor
d and the ordinate is a psychological distance.
This distance is similar to JND (Just Notioeab1e
Difference) distance, and 1 means that the
perceptual difference between the two stimuli is
greater than 50 percent chance level.

Being 4% =0 the reference of comparison, the
results show that, in general, the voice quality
Manes intelligible as the factor 0! increases.
For male speaker's voice, lunever, it goes maidnun
when 0! =10.2 and goes down rapidly for larger cl.
This speaker dependencyiscaused bytl‘e
degradation of quality by emphasizing the
frequency movement too much and partially losing
the phonetic quality.

In general, voice quality was found to be
improved for the factor sanevrhere between 5 to 10.
The factor greater than 10, however, sometimes
gives the speech an improved quality mt sometimes
degraded quality depending on speakers.

CDNCLUSIONS

Time-varying dynamic pattern of formant fre-
quencies which is the main factor to contribute to
the cleamess or intelligibility has been modified
using an analysis-synthesis system and perceptual
experiment has been performed on the voice quality.
It was found that the voice quality was inpzwed
to some extent when the dynamics was properly
emphasized.
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